Vision:

Vision:
We envision a world
where gender is no
longer a question

Our Approach:
Ignite / Ideate
Cast light on the infinite
possibilities adding gender
to our decisions and
analyses brings

Pay Attention
Listening, being
conscious, aware,
vigilant
Thinking
Yellow

Co-Create
We collaborate to create
tools, which work toward a
world where gender matters
less

Timeline

March
2018

Launch of Co-Creative Gender Lens
Investment products

Our Principles

On International Women’s Day Think Yellow launches in collaboration with
Baloise and Julius Baer new Investment products; A third pillar product with
Baloise and a family of certificates with Julius Bär. The underlying of both
structures is to invest in leading gender equal publicly listed companies.

We hold a long-term perspective, yet seek to create in
the now.
We are comfortable with uncertainty,
which we find paramount for infinite
F10 Accelerator & Incubator Program
Q3-4 2017
opportunities to open
Think
joins
admission to the programme was based on the
We
areYellow
open
toF10.
notTheknowing
vision at the time, which was to build a beautiful botique like digital
We
celebrate
theallmaker-instinct
andproducts one place,
experience
gathering
Gender Lens Investment
allowing
individuals
to purchase and
construct their investment
seek
thisprivate
in our
collaboration
partners
according to their heart and financial situation.

2017

Founding
Karina & Mette meet Jan 2017 and decided holding conversation about the
positive effect gender equality can bring to the world. A few months later,
they decided to apply to the Incubator and Accelerator Programme F10

Cofounders:

Karina Storinggaard & Mette Rotbøll

Advisors:

We work with a handful of amazing
advisors

3. Work: Yellow Equities
With Baloise, we co-created the first
product of its kind on the Swiss market,
allowing private individuals to invest their
3rd pillar pension into a gender friendly
fund.
Our work includes:
-

Consulting Fund Construction
Distribution support as brokers to
interested individuals
Internal consulting on Diversity & Inclusion

Co-Create
Financial
Products
with a
Gender Lens
Work as
consultants
on Pension
solutions in
CH

Work: Think Yellow Family of
Certificates
(Derivatives with a Gender Lens)

With Julius Bär, we co-created
derivatives (a family of certificates)
allowing private individuals to invest in
companies rated through a Gender
Lens. The products are available on the
Swiss Stock Exchange.
Our work includes:
-

Consulting on Product Construction
Internal Training of Employees on
Investing with a Gender Lens

Co-Create
Financial
Products
with a
Gender Lens

Trainings, workshops & advocacy
We engage in partnerships with
organisations, where we see common
goals and benefits.
Our work includes:
-

Bringing in our insights
Acting as go-between and connecting
relevant parties
Giving presentations and facilitating
workshops

Vision:
Purpose drives profit not
the other way around

